More Balloting Due In Fresh Elections

A runoff election will be held to fill the last remaining seat on the Executive Committee. The final choice of the freshman class president will be made today.

Freshmen will decide between John Seabrooke and Richard Coats for the student presidency and Paul Pulliakos and Tim Johnson for the faculty slate. These candidates survived the preliminary election held Monday.

At Monday's election, Dick Johnson, Paul Pulliakos, and John Seabrooke were reelected as three of the four candidates running for the freshman presidency. Richard Coats was unopposed, and was elected as athletic manager.

EE's Offered Posts in Communications

The Federal Telecommunication Laboratories, Inc., a New Jersey firm, has offered full-time positions to engineering and technical faculty members to work on a development program over the next three years. The project's responsibilities involve frequency modulation, noise and wide-band modulation systems, color and black and white television and satellite communications.

Those interested are asked to contact Professor H. T. Scullin, who is the placement secretary in 1238 Thorne as soon as possible.

Bridge Towne

The ringdown of the 17th annual bridge tournament will be held in the recreation room of the Humen Thuemmel Building, Feb. 21. If you would like to play, register at the dormitory desk today.

The bridge director will practice duplicate tournaments, Feb. 1 and 15. Also register at the dormitory desk.

Y's Settling Box for Colburner Smoker

Monday night, February 7, will see the beginning of the Little Madison Square Gardens of Colburner Smokers. The scheduling will be brought to the campus, under the sponsorship of the Colburner, some new and different events to familiarize the younger faculty, a smoker featuring an entertainment program and other entertainment.

Commissioner Tookman and promoter Don Markoff stated that not only was this group unprecedented as well as heat talent will appear, from now on monthly. They will take the rules of the event that was won by last year's winning team.

Beg to Head Y Finance Drive

February 7 at 11:30 is the week for the Colburner Y Financial drive. This is the one week of the school year that you can help to contribute to the Y, and the Y will provide you with a year around program.

Important Meeting

In order that the drive may be successful, all students connected with the drive are asked to attend an important meeting Thursday evening, February 7, in Mel Kegarise's room in the basement of Blender.

The drive will be handled out of the hands of the Y student body, and as an unseen umpire the student body will be represented.

Beavers Hold Evening Meeting

Last Wednesday night the Beavers held their monthly evening meeting in the lounge. The meeting was hosted by John Lewis, and the discussion was centered around the latest activities of the school's favorite football club.

Proxym Woods was on the agenda, and the meeting turned over to the student union as host of the evening, and the way the team was played for the Homecoming.

The discussion was opened by Mr. Blacker presenting a solicitation for the coming football game, and that the season be made a success.
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Campus Brewins

This week's was one of extensive bulletin board usage and general shuffling of the student body. Free speech encouraged a large number of students to express their opinions. It is estimated that at least 50% of the student body was present during the event. The evening concluded with a reading of selections from "The California Tech" by Herbert Asbury.

When a Fellow Welcomes Hospitality

The Front Burner

"Three Sen on a Horse" entered in second place in the Playhouse's open contest for dramatic works. The piece was written by a student and produced by the Drama Club.

The Evening Concert

Friday, January 28, 1949

Presented by the Southern California College Symphony Orchestra

The program included works by Beethoven, Brahms, and Schubert. The concert was well received by the audience, who praised the performers for their skill and dedication.

Savetz Cleaners and Tailors

Clothes Need Cleaning?

See Our Representative

Ricketts

Bill Bayers

Fleming

Jack Moffat

Dabney

Ed Willette

Blocker

Pete Howell

VINTAGE

Ask for it as a service, ..... both wash and dry clean the same day.

BOTTED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF PASADENA (C) 1949, The Coca-Cola Company

THE MALCOLM SARSON SARGENT CIRCULATION MANAGER

Rewrite

Manage our editorial... ...

"MUSICAL MAESTROS" -- P.S.M.

By la belle Foi, La nouvelle B.V.I. is published.

1/2 of the proceeds of New York of the old

at the Staff
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The following concert was conducted by Frederick Stock.

Conducted

by Miss Thomasa (B.K.), Arturo Toscanini, and Frederick Stock.

Kurland's "Overture" - Schubert.

"The Macbeth Suite" - Schumann.

"Bartok Suite" - Bittman, and the three saxophone sections conducted by Earl Wilkins.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1949

"The Macbeth Suite" - Schumann.

"Bartok Suite" - Bittman, and the three saxophone sections conducted by Earl Wilkins.

Hendrickson has been steadfast in his approach to this problem, and his success is attributed to his dedication and hard work. The vacation period is an opportunity for relaxation and recovery, and Hendrickson is planning to use his time off to travel and explore new horizons.

Garth Smith, a recent graduate of the University of California, was one of the performers in last week's concert. His virtuoso playing of the violin was praised by the audience, who gave him a standing ovation.

The opportunity to perform in front of a live audience was a valuable experience for Smith, who hopes to continue his musical career. The performance was part of the College of Music's concert series, and tickets were sold out in advance.
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Chapman Runs Wild, 56-36

Coach Carl Stahl's bulldozers took one of their greatest games of the season last Saturday night against a very good Albert Chapman team on the last home court of the game. A game never in doubt, the score ended 56-36 in favor of the boys from Los Angeles.

You do not need a small touch of dressing from the free throw to win more gifts than those they made. The Beaver also seemed to blunder the small court and continually passed the ball away. The small court should have ideal place for the Beaver's lone defense, but it was no problem for the Chapman sharpshooters.

Early Lead

After getting off to a quick 44 lead, the Beavers were seen out of the lead and after ten minutes, the game was never in doubt. Coach Shy substituted freely after starting Carson and Stroozas at the point. But even when before the intermission, Coach Shy's boys were ahead with two victories.

Benton Lead

Bob Benton of Throop led 11 in a fine lead to the individual effort. For the second consecutive week Bill Stone of Shasta gained the championship. In this circle, with this 11 point. Howard and Culm of Stenfor beat the best single game of the season, followed by Carl Fox of Ricketts with a 10.

Trugh High

Trugh Team No. 1 compiled the high team series of 2049, while Shasta No. 1 rolled 113.

Bent & Benton

Bent and Benton played a great game together to finish the game with only two out of eight. The Trugh players were always on the go and always had a chance to win the game. The Shasta team was not able to make it through the whole game, but they always had a chance to win the game.

In the eleven week of bowling, there was no tie up. The Coach Shy's bowlers defeated the Chapman per-sonal lead, the Beavers were soon out of the game, and Sereno at the last. The game was ruled off during a break in the game. The Interhouse bowlers forced Throop breaking its second place and 50 with Darby's winning five points to the Darby's four. Buck did his best through the first 10 to win its title, only to place second for Throop. The Beaver players gained four feet, while the Shasta players were able to salvage only two out of eight.

Beaver Sports

Beaver Sports

On taking off from the last round, the Fresh bowlers journeyed to Los Angeles only to be defeated by the Chapman College JV squad. Deep in the final days this last little engines were about 32 to 32, but could only manage one more point to the opponent's nine through the remainder of the game. Loss.

Speedway Laundry

Expert Laundry Service

Speedway Laundry

On Laundry Day

LOOK FOR ONE OF THESE MEN

Ricketts—Bill Davers

Bowers—Ed Wernor

Flaming—Jack Mosley

He is Your Representative in Your House

Tennis Courts

Beaver Sports

On taking off from the last round, the Fresh bowlers journeyed to Los Angeles only to be defeated by the Chapman College JV squad. Deep in the final days this last little engines were about 32 to 32, but could only manage one more point to the opponent's nine through the remainder of the game. Loss.

Coach Anderson will depend a great deal on the scoring of the ace of forward Gene Hatt. To turn around this powerful average of eighteen points per game. Tussling up with Hatt will be Darby Noon with a tremendous scoring average of 20. Center with Tumney who gave the Beavers plenty of trouble when he dropped the ball through the hoop for six digits. In the goal alone will be "twitchy" Carlson and Jackson. Against Calvert and Whitner, these two will have been getting a frightening long number of short goals.

The Tigers are a high scoring outfit. In the last three encounters, they have scored 66, 74, 77, and 79 in four games on a show of wide open, fast bask­ etball. The Beavers still need a lot of work, but a win will move them up and perhaps be tough opponents.

That 30-DAY MILDENESS TEST I MADE SUSPENSE ME—NOW IT'S CAMELS AND OXIE CAMELS FOR ME!

When I was a kid, my father used to take me on long hikes and we would always come home with our hands full of pine cones. He would always say, "These are just the beginning of the story!"

He would then proceed to show me how to make them into beautiful pictures that would last for years.

This is one of those experiences that I have always treasured and will always remember. It was a simple activity, but it taught me valuable life lessons.

I learned that patience and perseverance are key in life. It was not easy to make these pictures, but the end result was worth it. It also taught me that anything is possible if you put your mind to it.

I hope that this story will inspire others to try new things and not be afraid to fail. It is through these experiences that we learn and grow.
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